CHAPTER  II
THE PAGAN PERIOD  (1044-1287)
the ruins of the city of Pagan, on the eastern bank of the
Irrawaddy about 120 miles south of Mandalay, are the most
impressive relics of the first period of Burmese greatness. They
cover a river front of nearly twenty miles to a depth of five miles
inland. In this area the remains of no less than 5000 temples and
pagodas may still be seen. Originally there are said to have been
no less than 13,000 Buddhist shrines and monasteries in and
around the city. It is one of the richest archaeological sites in
the Indo-Chinese peninsula.
The traditional date of the foundation of Pagan is 849. The
chronicles claim that in that year a chief named Pyanpya
enclosed the city with a wall, the remains of which may still be
seen in the Sarabha Gate. The earliest occurrence of the name
is, oddly enough, in a Cham inscription of the first half of the
eleventh century. Here it is rendered Pukam. In Burma its
earliest mention is in an Old Mon inscription of 1093. The
inscriptions usually refer to it by its classical name of Arim-
addana, 'trampler on enemies'. They call the kingdom Tarn-
bradipa, 'land of copper', and the region Tattadesa, 'the
parched country'. Incidentally they have nothing to say about
Pyanpya; the only Burmese king mentioned in them before
Anawrahta is Saw Rahan, whose stronghold was at Mount
Turan, eight miles east of Pagan.
The founder of the greatness of Pagan was Anawrahta
(1044-1077). He was the first king of Burma and with him
Burmese history proper begins. Trustworthy historical material
concerning his reign is meagre. Epigraphy is the only reliable
source and as yet it has been inadequately studied. In the
.chronicles he is a majestic and romantic figure who gains his
throne by slaying a usurper in single combat. Many are the
stories told of him, but they contain so much that is legendary
that it is wellnigh impossible to distinguish between fact and
fiction. The traditional version of his reign can best be studied
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